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Abstract 
Nation resides on its own history, culture, religions and legal traditions. Though globalization and liberalization have brought
Western legal culture into economic activities and business relationships in Asia, the way Asians view and practice business law
remains predominantly Asian. With the growing economic power, Asian experience is portrayed as to offer an alternative model 
of capitalism. The idea of the Western legalism in many instances is limited to the required formality, taken to be less important 
than society’s harmony, long-term relationships, networks, trust and informal contacts. In legal practice, influx of foreign firms
due to liberalization will create competition for legal jobs in Asia. At this juncture, foreign firms seem to have leverage and
greater advantage as they can provide better service on account of better resources and capabilities and larger network. To 
prepare for great challenges ahead for law practice at homegrown legal firms, students have to be exposed to not only legal skills
and capabilities, but also to the reality of Asian business culture, ethics and integrity. Law in action business and economic law
clinic will allow student to get comprehensive practical training now, rather than wait to learn from scratch on the job. In this
way, future lawyers are prepared and could help maintain stability in Asian businesses by promoting strong ethics and integrity in 
the increasingly aggressive business environment. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer reviewed under responsibility of the UKM Teaching and Learning 
Congress 2011. 
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1. Introduction 
Service sector is a major contributor to GDP in developed economies (WTO, 2011). In its drive to move towards 
service economy Malaysia’s GDP is expected to achieve a commendable level of 60% this year (Jaliliah, 2010). 
While government has announced various incentives to strengthen the sector to make it more competitive, training 
of would be professionals such as in the legal profession should be given serious consideration. Graduates have to 
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be made more industry ready to reduce the gap between the university’s training actual out come with the real need 
of the industry. 
For professional courses, such as law, clinical education is seen as a way forward. Law programs should produce 
students not only with the required knowledge but with strong practical skills (advocacy, advisory and drafting) and 
soft skills (culture awareness, ethics and integrity). This process will able to develop well-educated, thoughtful 
graduates who are able successfully to bridge the gap between law school and practice. However, before we can 
embark on a full clinical approach, the main question to answer is whether enough resources (man power, space and 
funds) are made available for the said purpose. 
This paper discusses the initiative taken to enhance the graduate student learning outcomes for selected business 
and economic law subjects at the Faculty of Law, UKM, i.e., International Economic law (UK 6253) and 
International Business Law (UK 6073) through the incorporation of clinical approach in the study of law. The 
subjects are chosen due to the fact that the present researchers are directly involved in their teachings. 
Since the project was recently approved and the present semester has just started, the implementation of the 
modified modules to the subjects are still in their initial stage of control and feedbacks. Survey questions for the last 
semester’s students (international business law) are now in the process of completion and are expected to be 
distributed to the ex-student respondents at the end of the year. However, evaluation on the effectiveness of the 
current semester course delivery can only be done at the end of the semester. 
In general, this paper exposes more the planning and execution stages of the research project, which includes the 
theoretical and hypothesis aspects of it rather than presenting the end products of the process. 
2. Globalization and Business Law Lawyers 
Lawyers have different roles in society, obviously depending on their place in the legal profession and the nature 
of their law practice or activity. Magistrates, judges, prosecutors and government lawyers have fundamentally 
different roles from those of private lawyers. But even among the group of professionals that we would usually call 
‘‘lawyer,’’ different practice settings would mould their role in different ways. Criminal lawyers have special 
responsibilities and duties; in-house corporate lawyers the same; lawyers for government agencies serve somewhat 
different interests than do the private lawyers. 
The scenario of the challenges to be faced by Malaysian and Asian business lawyers (public or private) is very 
challenging and at the same time daunting, especially for lawyers in the private sector. These professionals have to 
grapple with diverse business cultures and attitudes. Though Asians share many common traits and values (Stephen, 
2011) when it comes to approaches and attitudes to business, they differ from country to country, or even from race 
to race in a given country.  
Even though in theory, some generalities can be drawn on the role of lawyers advising clients, drafting 
documents and make the system of justice work in reality market for legal services is tilted toward the corporate 
world and toward those with means. That is why in many systems, guarantees of the right to counsel in criminal 
cases, government funded legal aid for the poor and pro bono activities of private lawyers, all combine have created 
an environment that the poor and the powerless are also serves by the legal profession.  
From business and economic law disciplines, the task of preparing Malaysian law graduates for the challenges of 
globalization is through a program that prepares students for a legal career in an international environment. Law 
school has to provide a comprehensive training, which incorporates both business and economic law knowledge 
combine with soft skills that can meet the needs of all whether corporate citizens as well as consumers and 
vulnerable groups in the market system. 
a. Difference in Legal Systems 
The rising power of Asian economies was contributed not only by West-Asian trades, but also by the intra-Asian 
trade. The resulting increase of business trading between companies, demand more legal services and faster 
development in the legal studies to keep up with the current demand in business innovations and cultures. The 
traditional preference for alternative dispute settlement will lead to further demand for law graduates to take part as 
arbitration lawyers and arbitrators. 
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The countries in Asia use different legal systems ranging from civil law system, common law system and a 
mixture of traditional custom, religious law and the modern system. Indonesia applies legal system that originated 
from the Netherland. Singapore, Malaysia and Hong Kong apply the British Common Law System. Japan has a 
hybrid of continental and Anglo-American system, while the People’s Republic of China applies the Civil Law 
System. 
While practicing in any of the above system necessitates the understanding of the country’s legal system, the 
needs to serve international trading and corporation working in the region requires lawyers who understand the legal 
jurisdiction, system and customs of other countries as well. The UKM Masters of Law program is fortunate in a 
way, because it has able to attract students from many countries in the region, especially from Indonesia, China, and 
the Middle East (Fakulti Undang-Undang UKM, 2010). Hence, students have the opportunity to share their 
experience in classes.  
b. Legal Ethical Perception and Culture 
In the Anglo-American adversary system the dominant model of ethical lawyering has been the traditional view 
of the lawyer as zealous advocate, an ‘amoral technician’ who does whatever possible, within the bounds of the law, 
to serve his client's interests regardless of what the lawyer himself thinks of the client's ends (Sharon, 2002). Today, 
many legal ethics scholars have begun to challenge the hegemony of this model, arguing that ethical lawyering 
involves not the suspension of moral judgment but rather the upholding of it. There is strong reason to doubt that the 
Anglo-American style adversary system serves the ends of discovering truth and preserving legal rights in the ways 
its champions claim. ‘Autonomy of the client’ is not, the only value of social importance that are at stake in any 
legal contest. Lawyers while acting have to take care not to considerably compromise the health, safety, or financial 
well-being of innocent third parties, harm the environment, undermine public institutions including our regulatory 
system, and/or weaken public trust in the fairness and integrity of both the legal system and its guardians (Sharon, 
2002). 
The global nature of local communities in many Southeast Asian countries such as Malaysia and the growing 
intra-Asian trade means that the vast majority of lawyers will be required to work in contexts that require cross-
cultural competencies and sensitivities to diverse moral perspectives. Legal ethics suggest that there is some 
consensus about the role of lawyers in implementing rule of law. However, dealing with alien legal system such as 
the Chinese legal system that still maintains strong central control, the role of lawyers has becomes highly uncertain 
and even more challenging, particularly outside private contract disputes. The informal network of relationships - 
known as “guanxi” - is still an integral part of legal practice in China. Lawyers have to establish relationships with 
judges, with local government officials who can provide access to approvals needed for clients, and with local 
officials who regulate lawyers. That is why to Chinese legal firms, network of connections is an important part of 
the services offered to clients (Judith, 2010). 
Another equally serious issue for legal ethics in emerging economies is corruption. What differentiates between 
these countries is the extent of wide-spread and openness of the practice. Corruption that is embedded more widely 
into the legal culture in China obviously raises significant problems for lawyers who seek to build a model of 
professional ethics. This is also part of the problem faced by the legal profession in Indonesia, whereby “Judicial 
corruption is not considered anything unusual” over there World Bank, 2003). 
One positive aspect of legal culture in Asia is the stress on social harmony in legal relations. In China out-of-
court mediation is a favored means of settling civil disputes with the aim of “enhancing social harmony.” Tiaojie 
(“mediation and reconciliation”) as an “effective way to handle social conflicts and promote harmony, has become 
an official policy of National People’s Congress (NPC) when China’s legislature passed the “Law on mediation of 
the People’s Republic of China” last August with the purpose of building multiple layers of institutions for pursuing 
“a harmonious society” (Willy, 2011). This is also true to many other Asian countries. 
To prepare for great challenges ahead for law practice at homegrown legal firms and public services students 
have to be exposed to not only legal skills and capabilities, but also to the reality of Asian business culture, ethics 
and integrity. Law in action business law clinic will allow student to get comprehensive practical training now, 
rather than wait to learn from scratch on the job. In this way, future lawyers are made prepared and could help 
maintain stability in Asian businesses by promoting strong ethics and integrity in the increasingly aggressive 
business environment. 
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3. Continuous Improvement of the Teaching Method 
The researchers have been involved in business and economic law related courses for some years now. Initiatives 
to continuously improve the effectiveness of the courses delivery have been implemented from semester to semester. 
This research is part of the above stated initiatives to further improve the quality and outcomes of the delivery of the 
courses at the law faculty as well as for the business and economic law courses taught at the faculty of economic and 
management, UKM. 
Business and economic law clinic approach is planned for the present semester to students taking International 
Business law (UK 6073) and International Economic law (UK 6153). Though the primary mission of law schools is 
to teach legal reasoning and analysis, emphasizing the practical aspects of business law was essential in order to 
better prepare the students (Darhiana, 2006). This clinic inclined teaching method employs a multidisciplinary and 
holistic approach to provide legal advocacy/advices in a business setting for clients based on real cases in the form 
of problems assigned to students as their group projects. They are required to conduct fieldwork so that they are able 
to settle the problem from the perspective of business and economic law professionals. 
a. Clinical Education 
Law-in-action approach to legal education is an experiential learning widely adopted by the U.S law Schools in 
their clinical and skills training programs. In this law-in-action approach students learn not only what the law is, but 
also how the law works by which helps develop well-educated, thoughtful graduates who are able successfully to 
bridge the gap between law school and practice. Clinical students receive a rich educational experience by applying 
the legal theory they have learned in the classroom to help real people or to the real situation outside of the 
classroom. For example, the University of Wisconsin Law School (2011) has an extensive legal clinic programs. 
There are four main law clinical programs in the school, which are further divided into specific projects as below: 
Law-in-action approach to legal education is an experiential learning widely adopted by the U.S law Schools in 
their clinical and skills training programs. In this law-in-action approach - students learn not only what the law is, 
but also how the law works – by which helps develop well-educated, thoughtful graduates who are able successfully 
to bridge the gap between law school and practice. Clinical students receive a rich educational experience by 
applying the legal theory they have learned in the classroom to help real people or to the real situation outside of the 
classroom. For example, the University of Wisconsin Law School (2011) has an extensive legal clinic programs. 
There are four main law clinical programs in the school, which are further divided into specific projects as below: 
Table 1. Legal Clinic Programs 
No Clinics Projects 
1 Center for Patient Partnership Interdisciplinary Health Care Advocacy Center 
2 Frank J. Remington Center (made up of 
clinical projects dedicated to teaching, 
service, and research).
Legal Assistance to Institutionalized Persons 
The Clinical Semester 
Clinical Appeals Project 
The Family Law Project – Restorative Justice Project 
Innocence Project 
Community Supervision Legal Assistance Project 
(CSLAP) 
Economic
Justice 
Institute 
Consumer Law Clinic 
Domestic Violence Immigration Clinic
Family Court Clinic 
Mediation Clinic 
Neighborhood Law Clinic 
3 Government and Legislative Law Clinic To observe and participate in the many facets of 
governmental law, policy and the legislative process.
4 Law and Entrepreneurship Clinic Opportunity to work with startup businesses and 
entrepreneurial clients.
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a. The Seminar 
The seminar meets weekly for three hours. Through experience and with feedbacks from students, it is more 
conducive to have seminar classes at a seminar or meeting room rather than at a lecture hall. A few of the seminar 
sessions will be held with the participation of business lawyers and businessmen as guest lecturers to give a living 
experience to the students. 
b. Fieldwork 
LLM student are grouped into groups of four to five students to complete their group projects. They are required 
to do fieldwork to get the information and exposure to the real life as practitioners. The fieldwork has a three-fold 
approach: (1) exposure to client representation; (2) education of the business and economic law professional about 
identifying legal issues and incorporating advocacy into their treatment plans (perhaps also including community 
education); and (3) identifying and exploring a systemic business and economic law issue and presenting strategies 
to address the issue. 
The exposure to client representation part of the fieldwork will be through the working with associated legal 
firms, companies, government ministries and Attorney General’s office. Students will work on cases of business and 
economic legal issues. As a beginning, the group tasks will be framed based on real legal cases and the students’ 
group will be referred to the relevant practitioners and associates according to the task assigned to each group. It is 
hope that in the future when specific legal clinics are established student will be exposed to real cases referred by 
associate organizations, law firms, social workers and other service providers to obtain legal assistance. 
c. Sharing of Fieldwork Experience 
Each group is required to present their whole experience to class so that all the students will share the different 
experiences encountered by each group. To make the exercise effective, members in each group will confidentially 
evaluate the performance and contribution of each of its members in a given format. See Appendix B. 
4. Evaluating The Effectiveness Of Business And Economic Law Related Courses 
There are many ways to measure the effectiveness of an academic program or courses. Since the present work 
embarks on improving the effectiveness of courses taught to professionals (lawyers and managers), the success of 
the courses can be measured by using Donald Kirkpatrick’s four levels, as described in his influential book 
Evaluating Training Programs (Donald & James, 2006). This method was widely used by lecturers or professional 
trainers in the corporate, government, and academic worlds. 
Table 2. Evaluating Training Programs (Source: Donald & James, 2006) 
Level 1: Reaction – which measures how participants feel at the end of a course.  Surveys ask such questions as, “On a scale 
from 1 to 5, how much did you learn from this course?” Level 1 is easy to measure, and many training programs measure 
response only on this level.  
Level 2: Learning – which measures how well students have mastered the course objectives by directly testing their 
knowledge. This provides evidence of a cognitive change, but does not necessarily link to a change in behavior.  
Level 3: Transfer to the job – which measures how the knowledge, skills, and values from a training program are actually 
used on the job.   
Level 4: Organizational impact – which measures performance improvement, quality improvements, and cost savings to an 
organization, sometime after the training. 
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The present research has taken the initiative to employ Level 1 of Kirkpatrick’s measurement by making 
preparation to asking students on how they feel at the end of the course (Donald & James, 2006). The conventional 
method, on measuring how well students have mastered the course objectives (Level 2) by directly testing their 
knowledge through examinations have been traditionally used at the UKM’s Law faculty and at the Faculty of 
Economic and Administration. In addition, the already in existence Level 3 measurement needs to be improved by 
developing an improved broad survey to be given out during the stake holders-faculty high tea meeting. Effort to 
reach out to more interested parties needs to be done.  
5. Conclusion 
The research is in its initial stage and plans have been made to ensure that improvement to the course delivery 
can be made by actively observing the effectiveness of the implementation of the clinical method. This effort is 
aimed at improving the law courses delivery (specifically business and economic law courses) so that better and 
more industry ready graduates are produced. Though globalization and liberalization have brought Western legal 
culture into economic activities and business relationships in Asia, the way Asian view and practice business law 
remains predominantly Asian. With the growing economic power, Asian experience is portrayed as to offer an 
alternative model of capitalism.  
The idea of the Western legalism in many instances is limited to the required formality, taken to be less important 
than society’s harmony, long-term relationships, networks, trust and informal contacts. In legal practice, influx of 
foreign firms due to liberalization will create competition for legal jobs in Asia. At this juncture, foreign firms seem 
to have leverage and greater advantage as they can provide better service on account of better resources and 
capabilities and larger network. To prepare for great challenges ahead for law practice at homegrown legal firms, 
students have to be exposed to not only legal skills and capabilities, but more holistically to the reality of Asian 
business culture, ethics and integrity. 
Appendixes 
Appendix A. Clinical and Pro Bono Programs (Source: Harvard law School) 
No HARVARD LAW SCHOOL CLINICS 
1 Capital Punishment Clinic: Works with death penalty resource centers primarily in the southern United 
States. 
2 Child Advocacy Program: Through external organizations, represents children in advocacy cases and 
promote systemic change through impact litigation and legislative reform. 
3 Criminal Justice Institute: Handles misdemeanor and felony cases in court, and represent juvenile 
clients in administrative and school hearings. 
4 Criminal Prosecution Clinic: Places students at local District Attorney offices to represent the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts in prosecuting non-jury District Court criminal cases. 
5 Cyberlaw Clinic: Engages in cutting-edge Net issues including governance, intellectual property, 
privacy, and content control. 
6 Education Law Clinic of the Trauma Learning Policy Initiative: Provides representation to families 
in special education cases on behalf of children who have experienced adversity and pursues systemic 
remedies to improve the educational system. 
7 Employment Civil Rights Clinic: Through external organizations, focuses on enforcing state and 
federal laws that prohibit discrimination, harassment, and retaliation based on race, sex, disability, and 
other protected characteristics. 
8 Environmental Law and Policy Clinic: Pursues litigation and legislative reforms in a wide spectrum of 
environmental issues. 
9 Family and Children (LSC): Offers legal assistance on divorce, domestic violence, paternity, child and 
spousal support, adoption, and guardianship. 
10 Federal Debt Collection Project: Focuses on the federal government's debt collection policies and 
works in collaboration with the U.S. Department of the Treasury. 
11 Gender Violence & Title IX: Explores gender-motivated violence and gender equality. 
12 Government Lawyer - Semester in Washington: Students work full-time in Washington, D.C. on 
policy, legislative, and regulatory matters at a variety of federal agencies or legislative offices. 
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13 Government Lawyer – State Attorney General: Places students at the Massachusetts Attorney 
General's Office. 
14 Government Lawyer - U.S. Attorney: Focus on federal prosecutorial work with placements at the U.S. 
Attorney's Office in Boston. 
15 Green New York: Works to address local government and environmental protection issues through 
long-distance work with the New York City Law Department. 
16 Harvard Immigration and Refugee Clinic: Represents applicants for U.S. refugee status, asylum 
cases, and related protections in conjunction with Greater Boston Legal Services. 
17 Harvard Legal Aid Bureau: A civil legal services office run by students who represent low-income 
clients with housing, family law, and other legal issues. 
18 Harvard Negotiation and Mediation Clinical Program: Involves dispute resolution skill-building to 
prepare students for complex, multilevel negotiations. 
19 Health, Disability, and Planning (LSC): Provides direct client representation in administrative and 
disability law, estate planning, and health law clinics, and works on health law policy initiatives. 
20 International Human Rights Clinic: Teaches the vital issues, institutions, and processes of the human 
rights movement by actively promoting the rule of law, documenting abuses, and conducting fact-
finding missions, this clinic. 
21 Judicial Process in Community Courts: Students work with individual justices of the District Court, 
Boston Municipal Court, Juvenile Court, and Housing Court Departments of the Massachusetts Trial 
Court.
22 Making Rights Real - Ghana Project: Works with the Ghana Legal Resources Center on social and 
economic rights for a high-poverty population. 
23 Post-Foreclosure Eviction Defense Housing Clinic (LSC): Represents tenants facing evictions, often 
through litigation in the Boston Housing Court. 
24 Predatory Lending Prevention/Consumer Protection Clinic (LSC): Defends homeowners against 
foreclosure and litigates against predatory lenders. 
25 Shareholder Rights Project: Assists public pension funds in improving governance arrangements at 
publicly traded firms. 
26 Sports Law: Places students at external organizations including legal departments of major leagues or 
sports franchises and with law firms and lawyers doing sports law in representing individual players or 
teams/leagues. 
27 Supreme Court Clinics: Works on cases before the U.S. Supreme Court, federal courts of appeal, and 
state supreme courts in conjunction with law firms in Washington, D.C. 
28 Transactional Law Clinics: Provides legal services to small businesses, nonprofit organizations, real 
estate parties, community development corporations, or individuals and companies in the arts and 
entertainment industry. 
29 Independent Clinical: 2L, 3L, and LLM students can also design a clinical placement in subject areas 
not covered by existing clinics. 
Appendix B. Group Member’s Performance and Contribution Evaluation 
Group  :…………………….. 
Member  :…………………….. 
By  :…………………….. 
No Performance & Contribution Evaluation 
5 4 3 2 1 
1 Effective leader/follower      
2 Positive team spirit      
3 Communicate idea effectively      
4 Effectively fulfilled individual 
task given 
     
5 Strive to excel as a group      
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